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Striking an access balance
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The goal should be the limited and controlled motorized access that provides an opportunity for people with limited mobility to enjoy this publicly owned asset while preserving a non-motorized experience for people coming to the forest specifically to traverse the forest on foot. A road to a scenic view location or some sort of destination is a possible idea.

Most of the forest should be free of motorized use. While traditionally, people drove dirt bikes and ORVs on this property, it wasn't legal. There are other forested areas in the Upper County where this use is allowed. Looking at the fact that we have paid for this property, the question becomes what is the best way to enhance that investment. Strictly from the perspective of value, land where people can escape the trappings and intrusions of modern society will become more scarce and of higher value.

It is likely that generations from now, if the Teanaway Community Forest experience can maintain a level of serenity, people will see the $104 million purchase price as an amazing investment. There is the argument that people will come to the Teanaway Community Forest if motorized use is allowed and those visitors will have a positive economic impact on the communities. The same thing can be said for people coming to the Teanaway Community Forest because it does not allow motorized access. If all of the Teanaway Community Forest becomes a dirt-bike track, it will discourage other users from visiting the forest.
Motorized access will have an associated cost. Obviously, paved roads or trails require construction and maintenance. If it is unpaved access there is cost there as well or else the trails degrade. There also is the fact that the amount of trash in areas where motorized access will be allowed will expand exponentially. Hikers may leave trash, as well, but they carry far less of it in their backpacks then people do in their vehicles.

The Teanaway is a beautiful location. The Teanaway Community Forest is an incredible opportunity to preserve this asset for generations to come. Finding balance in types of access allowed will be a challenge, but working to achieve that goal is worth the effort.